Introduction and Preliminaries
The idea of generalized topology and hereditary class was introduced and studied by Csaszar [2] . A subfamily μ of P( ) such that [2] .
ii) (ℋ) = ∉ ℋ for every (μ) such that [2] .
Definition 1.2:
A subset A of a hereditary generalized topological space , μ, ℋ) is said to be -closed [3] if and -closed [3] if .
Then ( ) = . 
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced new classes of spaces namely quasi μ--regular space ,quasi --regular space, quasi --normal space, Almost μ-ℋ -Normal spaces,
Quasi ultra μ-ℋ-Normal space in hereditary generalized topological spaces and derived some properties by using some basic properties of (μ, λ)-continuity in generalized topological spaces.
